INTRODUCTION

Mango (Mangifera indica L.) is the queen of the tropical fruits. It is one of the most important tropical fruits marketed throughout the world. Zhenfeng et al., 2009 mentioned that the mango fruits are normally harvested when mature, but not ripen then transported and stored at low temperatures (10–15°C) to extend their shelf life. The Arab Organization for Agricultural Development, 2014 stated that on 2013, Egypt produced 712540M tons of mango fruits from cultivated area of 200881 feddan. Publication Central Administration for Agricultural Extension, Ministry of agric., Egypt, 2004 stated that in Egypt, picking mango fruits is usually done at the stage of full maturity or at ripening stage according to distance of the markets from the production area. If the markets are very far from the production area it is usually pick the mango fruits at the stage of complete maturity stage. OECD, 2011 mentioned that the mango fruit ripening stage could be recognized by several methods, including the fruit filling, changing the fruit skin color from dark green to light green or to the color characteristic of the cultivar as well as the transformation of the flesh of the fruit color from yellowish green to yellow. Wanitchang et al., 2011 mentioned that fruits harvested too early have poor quality as they will not ripen properly. On the other hand, harvesting at an over short shelf life and disease vulnerability. Mango maturity can be monitored with the numbers of days post full bloom or days after fruit set. Skin roughness, fruit firmness, shape, size, shoulder growth and peel color are also subjective parameters for maturity assessment. Brecht , 2010 mentioned that mangos picked before their optimum maturity may eventually ripen, but will develop inferior flavor and aroma, show increased susceptibility to chilling injury caused by low temperatures during transport, and have shortened shelf life. Once the decision to harvest mangos has been made based on maturity index interpretation, harvest crews should follow recommended picking and field accumulation procedures. In commercial operations, the use of harvesting aid such as ladders, clippers, nets, and harvest baskets is very common and helps speed up harvesting. Instruct harvest workers not to carry or handle ladders by the rungs in order to avoid transferring soil from shoes to rungs to hands to fruit. Hermans, 2008 mentioned that more than fifty years ago, mature stage leads to a harvesting was done using very long/tall ladders while holding or carrying a basket. This involved high risks of fatal injuries by falling. Since sixties decades, low-stemmed trees became standard for some fruits. Lower stemmed trees introduced a more efficient and faster harvesting and a more comfortable standing working posture compared to standing on a high ladder. The fruit picker has to reach above shoulder height or below knee height and twisting of the back occurs. Neck and shoulder discomfort can also be caused by the repetitive movements of the arms when picking fruit and placing it in the container (a bucket, transport bin or pallet box). El-Iraqi et al., 2010 designed and fabricated simple mechanical picking aid for mango fruits. These prototypes consisted of a telescopic pipe, fruit collection pipe and different cutting mechanism. These mechanisms included one disc cutter with gasoline engine, one disc cutter with electrical motor, electrical scissors and cutting edge hook. The results showed that the lowest injured of the fruits were (3-4) %, (4-5) %, and (5-6) % by using the electric scissor, electrical disc cutter, mechanical disc cutter respectively for harvesting Zebdia and Hindi mango. Roger et al., 2016 tested three types of mango handy picker, the pull type, trigger type and modified trigger type equipped with a scissor blade controlled by steel wire to cut the stems. Based on the results compared with the conventional mango picker having an average capacity of 22 fruit/min, the trigger and pull type registered a capacity of 12 fruit/min and 21 fruit/min respectively. Latex stain reduced by 91.77 % for the trigger type picker and86.88 % for the pull type picker with insignificant number of fallen and
mechanically damaged fruit. OECD, 2011 indicated that the mangoes must not have any damage or injury spoiling the integrity of the produce. The mangoes must be free from disease or serious deterioration which appreciably affects their appearance, edibility or keeping quality. It classified the rejected fruits according to the status of the fruits in growing season such as (sunburn, anthracnose, bacterial black spots, external and internal symptoms, chemical residue, shrivelled fruit, slight skin defects and damage caused by low temperature) and some damage due harvesting (unhealed crack, stem end rot, brushing damage, soiled fruit with some damage caused by contact with soil, skin defect due to rubbing and resin exudation). Brecht, 2010 mentioned that Latex dripping from mango stems at harvest or during accumulation and transport causes peel damage that is aggravated when mangos are exposed to heat treatment. To prevent the peels latex damage, the following procedures are recommended to Harvest mangos with a long stem (5 cm or longer) and accumulate the fruit in field boxes. Latex does not drip from fruit with a long stem attached. Trim stems to the abscission zone (approximately 1 cm) and immediately place the fruit with the stem end down to allow latex to drip without touching the fruits peel. The duration of latex removal varies from 20 minutes to up to 4 hours, depending on how long it takes for the latex to stop dripping. Abouraya et al., 2011 studied some physical characteristics for Tommy Atkins, Kent, and Keitt, cultivars at maturity stage for two years. They found the fruit averages weights were (443.86, 478.43,and 586.65 g), the fruit averages volumes were (437.75, 468.27, and 573.58, $cm^3$), fruit average lengths were (12.48, 10.22, and 12.98 cm), fruit averages width were (8.27, 9.12, and 10.43 cm) for Tommy Atkins, Kent, and Keitt cultivars respectively. Also, Spreer and Müller, 2011 find a mathematical relation between some dimensional proprieties of mango ‘Chok Anan cultivar’ and its weight. Fruits were measured with respect to their length, maximum width and maximum thickness, to within an accuracy of 1.0 mm, and their mass was determined to within an accuracy of 0.1 g. An equation was proposed in order to calculate the mass of the mangoes based on three geometric dimensions, which then showed a high level of explanatory power of $R^2=0.97$. The root mean standard error of 12.22 was determined, and the mean relative deviation found was 0.05. Based on measurements taken from the digital photos, the equation was then used to determine the estimated mass based on three dimensions. Estimated and measured values were plotted against each other. A high correlation ($R^2=0.96$) was found between measured and calculated mass. Medina and García, 2002 mentioned that the dimension of the cultivars were differ from origin to another. The keitt were fruit shape – ovaTve, green ground color yellow, blush was red-pink to bronze, mass from 400 g to 1000 g, average length was 130 mm, average width was 90 mm, average depth was 85 mm, meanwhile Kent cultivar specifications were fruit shape was ovoid, ground color was green/yellow, blush was red/purple, average weight was 400 to 1000 g (avg. 512 g), average length was 104 mm, average width was 76 mm, average depth was 90 mm. Roger et al., 2016 divided the mango tree harvesting zones to upper zone, middle zone and lower zone. They mentioned that the upper zone is the hardest zone to harvest. They divided the picking positions to upper position, middle position, lower position and climb position. Also, Srivastava et al., 2006 specified cutting as a process that causes mechanical failure of plant stems and/or leaves and thus the structure and strength of plant materials are of interest. The engineering properties of plant parts are not as well understood as those of more common made. Structurally, the stems engineering materials such as steel, but some engineering studies of plant materials have been viewed as materials with fibers of high tensile strength oriented in a common direction and bound together by material of much lower strength.

In Egypt, the common methods to pick mango fruit is picking the lower zone fruit stem by hand pruning sessor and pick the middle and high zones fruits by using a stick with steel hook or a cane fixed to a stick. Picking crew always consents of two persons, one for picking and another for picking up the fallen fruit in the air. If the fallen fruit hit the ground from high position it surly effected by skin injures, cracks, and bulb deformation. This reduces the fruit quality score, hampers the operation the fruit maturation post harvesting, and reduces fruit marketing.

The aim of this research is developing and manufacturing an innovating mango picker equipped with an innovated method for cutting fruits stems. The picker was manufactured from available parts in the local market and made from selected light materials to be capable to reach the high position of mango fruits up to four meters. The design was depended on confirming the right cutting of the stem position to decrease latex bleeding, protecting the fruits from injures and preventing the fruits from fallen down.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

The designed picker was manufactured from light components and materials carefully selected to fulfill the required forces necessary to cut the mango fruits stems from common cultivars. The picking system was designed basically to prevent fruit injured, fallen, cutting fruit stem length of 50 mm or more, and sterilize the cutting blades to prevent diseases infection between plants. The first step of picking was put the fruit inside a basket to insure its un-fallen to the ground. Then, the operator moved the picker towards fruit stem to cut it by double rotating disc saws at the required cutting length of (50mm). The cutting discs were located above the basket by 50 mm to achieve the required length of cutting stem (50mm or more) to decrease latex bleeding and latex skin burning. The Innovated picker was consisted of six sub-systems:-

1. **Chassis:** The main chassis was made of two aluminum angle with cross section of (35mm×35mm×4 mm thickness) and length of 305mm. Both angels were perpendicularly articulated on a fixed aluminum bar with thickness of 3 mm by bolts and nuts. A plastic female threaded holder fixed on the aluminum bar to fit a telescopic picking hand stick and to disassemble during transportation. Two bolts were fixed at the end of the chassis to adjust the cutting discs overlapping.

2. **Cutting head:**
   - **Cutting discs:** Two steel circular saw discs with an outer diameter of 100 mm and an inner diameter of 20 mm. The disc inner diameter was fitted to disc holder and locked by plastic nut. A 6 mm diameter steel rotating shaft was
passed through the disc holder and locking by pin. There was a plastic spacer between the plastic locking nut and the metal disc worked as an overload clutch allowed the base of disc holder to slip during clogging. The steel shafts were rotated inside bearing made of special copper alloy that placed in a plastic base housing locked to the chassis by plastic wing nut. A sharp fixed blade was fitted underneath the saws and work as counter blade. Both discs rotated vice versa towards a fixed counter sharp blade.

**Transmission system:** The mechanical transmission was selected to keep a constant power from the electrical motors. The motion was generated by two DC 12 V motor. Two drive pulleys made of aluminum alloy with diameter of 85 mm and thickness of 10 mm were fitted on the motors shafts. The motion was transferred via double cogged V belt to the two steel driven pulleys diameter of 16 mm coated with nickel and locked to cutting disc shaft.

Fig. (1) shows the cutting head and its components. Also, Fig. (2) shows an image of cutting head.

3. **Basket:** The picker was equipped a basket with elliptical shape entrance to make the basket ring. This shape allowed to select a certain fruit from the fruit branch, isolated it then drive cutting tools towards it. The maximum dimensions of the selected fruits cultivars (Tommy Atkins, Kent, and Keitt) were measured. The maximum fruits lengths were (170, 140, 175) mm, the maximum fruits widths were (87, 107, 123) mm for Tommy Atkins, Kent, and Keitt respectively. Then, the dimensions of the ring were 235mm length, 230mm width and 400mm depth suit to common mango cultivars in Egypt. These dimensions of the basket ring were selected to be bigger than the diameter of the common fruit mango cultivars. Two basket rings was manufactured to match the small dimensions cultivars and another for big fruit dimensions cultivars. The overall weight of the chassis, cutting head and basket was 650 g.

4. **Telescopic picking hand stick:** The telescopic picking hand stick was consisted of two light hard steel pipes with overall length of 3 meter. The outer pipe length was 1.5 m with diameter of 30 mm, while the inner pipe length was 1.5m with diameter of 25 mm. Both pipes thickness was 0.5 mm. A twisted plastic lock was attached in the end of the outer pipe unfasten when the inner pipe get out. The picking hand was equipped with on/off push type switch key. The switch key was supported on a switch holder fixed on a plastic pipe 35 mm diameter freely moved along the outer pipe. The experiments indicated that operator always needed to hold the hand stick from many different positions by both hands to reach the determined collected fruit. In this case the fixed type push type button in the end of the stick would not availble to the operator hand.

Fig. (3-A) shows a schematic of telescopic picking. Also, its image Fig. (3-B) shows its image.

5. **Electrical components and electrical circuit:** Two electrical DC 12 volts motor; Sgmada make, model SG-55123000-10K , Chinese made were supported to aluminum picker chassis by bolts. Each motor had a built in transmission system. The main motor unloaded speed was 3000 rpm meanwhile, the motor shaft speed after reduction was 300 rpm. The motor output power was 2.9 W while the loaded torque was1.3 Kgf. cm. The electrical power was generated from a 12 V rechargeable battery with initial current of 7 ampere. The current was transmitted to the motors via electrical wire inside the telescopic picking hand stick. Near the upper end of the stick, it was equipped with electrical quick coupling socket near the cutting head to split it up during transportation and another one near the its base to split the battery up . The battery was hanged with shoulder bag. A reasearchable unit 12V, 3A was used to charge the battery from the AC current. Fig. (4) shows the elements of the electrical circuit.

B. An image of telescopic picking hand stick equipped with swing type push on/off switch.

Fig. 3. Telescopic picking hand stick.

Fig. 4. Electrical circuit
(1) 12 Volt Battery, (2) On/Off electrical push button, (3) Sterilization solution pump (4) DC electrical motor

All the cutting tools were installed in a light plastic casing thickness of 0.75 mm to protect the other fruit from injured during operation.

6. Sterilization unit: The picker was equipped with spraying unit to sterilize the edge of disc blades during moving from tree to another to protect the trees from viral and fungal infections. The sterilization unit was consisted of an electrical 12 V pump pumped a sterilization solution from 3 liter plastic tank via flexible clear plastic pipe to two spraying sprinkler located near the cutting discs. The pump was begun to operate when pushing the push (on/off) button switch or when changing the harvested tree. The tank, pump and the battery were placed in bag hanged on the operator back. Fig. (5) shows a schematic of the components of sterilization tank and attached pump.

Fig. 5. Sterilization pump and solution tank.

Fig. (6) shows a schematic of the components of the manufactured picker. Also, Fig. (7) shows an image of the manufactured picker during operation.

Fig. 6. Schematic of the manufactured picker

Measuring instruments:
1- Stopwatch: to record the time consumed during calculation productivity at different treatments.
2- Vernier caliper: to measure the dimension of the stem length and dimensions of the fruits, with accuracy 1/20 mm.
3- Tachometer: to measure the rotation speed of the cutting disc shafts (rpm).
4- Ampere clamp meter: to measure the resistance (A).
5- Image scanner: to image the stem cross section with graded ruler in mm. Then, the images downloaded on AutoCAD program to measure the stem cross section area in \( \text{mm}^2 \).
Testing procedure: The experiments were carried out at mango farms at Nobaria, El-Behera Governorate at three cultivars of mango trees Keitt, Kent, and Tommy Atkins. These cultivars trees was from low-stemmed trees cultivars and the fruits were tended towards the ground direction. The maximum height of the trees was 4 meters. The picker could reach the four meter mango tree with telescopic hand of 3 meter and extra length of the operator. The picking picker was used to pick the fruits by cutting the fruit stem at the required length (50mm) at different treatments. Twenty (20) mango fruits were picked at each treatment according to Wanitchang et al., 2011; each treatment was separated and checked for stem cutting length, and injuries. Manual picking was made in parallel at same time under the same conditions.

Test factors: The following treatments were studied to evaluate parameters affecting the performance of the designed picker:-

(1) Cutting disc speed: Five cutting saw shaft speed were used. The cutting disc speed was changing by replacing drive motors and drive pulleys. The motors had built in reduction gears to decrease the motor shaft speed from 300 to 100rpm.

Table 1. Changing the speed of the cutting disc shafts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motor type</th>
<th>Motor speed (rpm)</th>
<th>Drive pulley diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Driven pulley diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Cutting shaft speed (rpm)</th>
<th>Saw cutting disc linear speed (m/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SG-555123000-30K</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG-555123000-20K</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>S2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG-555123000-15K</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1063</td>
<td>S3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG-555123000-10K</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1331</td>
<td>S4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG-555123000-10K</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1594</td>
<td>S5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) Disc cutting blade edge type: Four types of cutting discs with 100 mm diameter were used. (plan discs, 100 teeth saw discs, 50 teeth saw discs, and modified 100 teeth saw discs with sharp edge). Fig.(8) shows the types of cutting discs.

(3) Discs overlapping: (0, 5, 10 and 15 mm).

(4) Counter blade position (under the discs, between the discs, and upper the discs)

Fig. (9) shows the Circular saws overlapping and counter blade positions.

Measurements and calculations: -

(1) Stem cutting efficiency ($\eta_{c}$) :-

The stem cutting efficiency was calculated according to Brecht, 2010 by counting the numbers correct cut stem length (50mm or more), under cut stem length (less than 50mm) and un-cut stems in each treatment. Under cut stem caused more latex bleeding causes fruit skin burning:-

$$\text{Correct cut fruit stems}(\%) = \frac{\text{No. of correct cut fruit stems}}{\text{Total no. of cut fruit stems}} \times 100 \quad (1)$$

$$\text{Under cut fruit stems}(\%) = \frac{\text{No. of under cut fruit stems}}{\text{Total no. of cut fruit stems}} \times 100 \quad (2)$$

(2) Fruit picker productivity. (Fruit/min) and fruit evaluation:-

Fruit picker productivity was determined according by calculating the number of picked fruits per min from high location. Also, the manual picking was made by labors using stick equipped with hook for only high location fruits. Comparison between manual picking and modified picker methodology was made according to Roger et al., 2016 mentioned that the performance evaluation for mango picker was based on harvest capacity fruit/ min, percentage of fruit bruises, percentage of latex skin burning and percentage of fallen fruit. The fruit picker and manual picking were tested for two mango trees with visually the same number of fruits.
calculate the cost of the materials and fabrication. The second step is to calculate the mango picker operating cost. In order to evaluate the financial viability of the picker, three parameters computed and analyzed. These parameters are the picker operating cost, the net present value (NPV) and the payback period (PBP). Also, a comparison between manual picking cost and mechanical picking cost is conducted.

These costs include depreciation (D), annual capital interest taxes (I), housing and insurance (THI), repair and maintenance (R), power cost (P), and labor cost (L).

\[ T_c = \frac{(D + I + THI) + (R + P + I)}{n_a} \] … (5)

where:
- \( T_c \) = Total cost, LE/h;
- \( n_a \) = Annual working hours = 500 h/year.
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Nominal power= Available power= \( (P_n) = P_m \times n_m \)

Where:
- \( P_m \) = Motor nominated power, Watt;
- \( n_m \) = Number of motors.
- \( P_n = 2.6 \times 2 = 5.2 \) Watt

Available power (5.2W) > Predicted cutting power (3.569917W)

**Predicted power and actual power:**

The experiments were made to cut different fruit stems cross sections with the picking machine. The current strength was measured. The Actual power consumed cutting power at different stems cross sections. The Maximum stem cross section 87.5 mm\(^2\) was more than the available power 5.2 Watt.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

- **The effect of cutting disc edge, disc linear speed on cutting efficiency (\( \eta \)) :-**

The experiments were carried out to pick mango fruits at the high position to study the effect of disc linear speed on cutting efficiency. The average values of cutting efficiency (%) were taken at cutting disc linear speed of (\( S1=2.78, S2=4.17, S3=5.56, S4=6.97 \) and \( S5=8.34 m/s \)) by changing the motors and drive pulleys. The experiments were carried out with lower position counter blade under four types of disc (plan discs, 50 teeth discs, 100 teeth discs and modified 100 teeth discs). The treatments made to determine the optimum disc type and its optimum speed. The correct stem cutting length percentage (50 mm length or more) was the effective parameter that evaluated the performance of the picking machine. Fig. (12) shows the effect of cutting disc edge, disc linear speed on cutting efficiency.

The results indicated that the circular plan discs failed to cut the fruits stems at disc linear speed of (2.78, 4.17, 5.56 and 6.97 m/s) meanwhile, it was only succeeded to cut the stems with average cutting percentage of (5%) at disc speed of 8.34 m/s.

Also, from Fig. (12), it is found the increasing of cutting disc linear speed increase the total cutting percentage. The maximum total percentage of cut (100%) was found with (100 teeth circular saw discs) and (modified 100 teeth circular saw discs) at linear speeds 6.97 m/s and 8.34 m/s.

When using 50 teeth circular saw discs the picker could not cut the stems at speed of 2.78 m/s. The correct cutting stem percentage was reached only 5% at speeds of 4.17 and 5.56 m/s. Then, the correct cutting percentage increased by increasing the linear speed from 5.56 m/s to (6.97 m/s and 8.34 m/s) by (50% and 80%) respectively. Meanwhile, the under-cut stem percentage disappeared at disc linear speed (2.78, 4.17, 5.56 and 6.97 m/s), and only appeared by (5%) at linear speed of 8.34 m/s. Also, when the linear speed was increased from 2.78 m/s to (4.17, 5.56, 6.97 and 8.34 m/s) the uncut stem percentage was decreased by (5.00%, 5.00%, 10.00% and 30.00%) respectively.

When using 100 teeth circular saw discs, the correct cutting stem percentage was increased by increasing the linear speed from 2.78 m/s to (4.17, 5.56, 6.97 and 8.34 m/s) by (66.67%, 93.75%, 94.44 and 91.44%) respectively. Meanwhile, the under-cut stem percentage increased 50% when the speed increased from 2.78 m/s to 4.17 m/s; then its percentage was 10% at speeds (4.17, 5.56, 6.97 and 8.34 m/s). Also, when increasing the linear speed from 2.78 to (4.17 and 5.56 m/s) the uncut stem percentage was decreased by (16.67% and 55.89%) respectively. Then, the uncut ratio was disappeared at speeds 6.97 and 8.34 m/s.

By using the modified 100 teeth circular saw discs, the correct cutting stem percentage was increased by increasing the disc linear speed from 4.17 m/s to (5.56, 6.97 and 8.34 m/s) by (76.47%, 77.78%, and 78.95%) respectively. Meanwhile, the under-cut stem percentage was 10% at linear speeds (from 2.78 m/s to 4.17 m/s) then decreased to 5% at linear speed 8.34 m/s. When increasing the speed from 2.78 m/s to (4.17 m/s and 5.56 m/s), the un-cut stem percentage was decreased percentage were 22.22% and 94.44% respectively. By increasing the linear speed to 6.97 and 8.34 m/s, the uncut stem percentage was disappeared.
The results indicated that the optimum cutting disc were the modified 100 teeth saw discs type when working at linear speed of 8.34 m/s that gave correct cutting percentage of 95% and only 5% undercut stems.

- **The effect of counter blade position and discs overlapping on cutting efficiency** (Fig. 13):

  The experiments were carried out to pick mango fruits at the high position of the trees with the optimum cutting circular disc type (the modified 100 teeth saw discs) and optimum linear speed 8.34 m/s to study the effect of counter blade position, and discs overlapping on cutting efficiency. Fig. (13) shows the effect of counter blade position and discs overlapping on cutting efficiency.

When fitted the counter blade under the discs without overlapping to (5 and 10mm), the correct cutting percentage increased by 10.53 % and 5.56 % respectively. Then, the correct cut percentage decreased by 5.88 at disc overlapping 15mm. when increasing the overlap lapping from 0 mm to (5 and 10mm) the undercut percentage decreased from 10% to (5% and 5%) respectively then was returned to 10% at 15mm discs overlapping. The uncut stem percentage decreased from 5% to zero% at overlapping 0 and 5 mm overlapping, the increased to 5% and 10% at overlapping 10 and 15 mm. The results of counter blade position upper the disc were very near to the results of under the discs counter blade position except the decreasing of the correct cut percentage at 5 mm overlapping by 5%.

When fitted the blade between the discs, the correct cut max. percentage was 75%. When increasing the overlapping from 0 to (5 and 10mm) the percentage was increased by 26.67% and 8.33% then the percentage was decreased by18.18% at 15mm overlapping. When fitting the counter blade between the discs it realized the latex stuck on the blade surface causing discs clogging.
The results indicated that the optimum counter blade position was under the discs with over lapping 5 mm at linear speed of 8.34 m/s with 100 teeth circular saws modified with sharp edge.

- **Effect of the picker on fruit injures comparing to manual picking:**
  
  Comparing between the effect of the picker and the manual picking by hook type stick on the fruits injures. By using the hook stick, the results indicated that the average percentages of fallen fruits, injured fruits, and latex fruit were (15.07%, 6.85% and 30.82%) respectively. The average percentage of total damage was 52.74%; meanwhile the average percentage of right harvested fruits was 47.26%. Using the hook stick causing fruits sudden fallen and missing of picking up hit them into ground causing hidden bruising inside the fruit flesh appeared after few hours. On the other hand, using the innovated picker indicated the average percentages of fallen fruits, injured fruits, and latex fruit were (2.28%, 2.43% and 4.86%) respectively. The average percentage of total damage was 7.28%; meanwhile the average percentage of right harvested fruits was 92.72%.

- **Picker Cost analysis and economical evaluation:**
  
  The calculation of operating costs included fixed and variable costs were made for the picker. The total operating costs for the picker was 21.37 LE/h.

  Economical feasibility of the developed picker:
  
  The total fabrication cost of the picker was 1500 LE with 2017 price level. The total operating costs was 21.37 LE/h. The rental value of mechanical was 22.82 LE/h. The picker indicated (NPV) of 844.3 LE at 14% interest rate. The picker payback period (PBP) was about 1.3 year.

- **Picker productivity with the ideal adjustment comparing to manual picking:**
  
  The labor with assistant person could pick an average of 22 fruit/min with the manual hook stick from position of the tree. Meanwhile, the picker could pick an average 20 fruit/min and from high position. It was better to increase picker productivity by additional person for empting the basket. The labors cost equal 97.1% from the picker operation cost/h. The picker hourly cost was 21.37 LE/h with fruit picking cost 0.0178 LE/fruit. On the other hand the manual hook stick picking was 20 LE/h (2 person cost) with 0.0152 LE/fruit. Comparing both types of harvest productivity with the fruit injured ratio (52.74% in manual harvesting and 7.28% using innovated picker). It was realized that the farmer could sell 52.74% from the crop with low price due fruit injured. Using the picker is surely increase the market value of the mechanically picked fruits due to the picker keeps them without damage.

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION**

The obtained results can be summarized as follows:

1- The results indicated that the circular plan discs failed to cut the fruits stems. Also, the increasing of cutting saws disc linear speed increases the total cutting percentage.

2- The picker success to pick mango fruits the optimum linear speed of 8.34 m/s with modified circular saws with 100 sharp edge teeth with double discs over lapping 5 mm and the counter blade position is under the discs that gave correct cutting percentage of 95% and only 5% undercut stems.

3- Using the innovated picker, indicated the average percentages of right harvested fruits, fallen fruits, injured fruits, and latex fruit were (2.28%, 2.43% and 4.86% and 92.72%) respectively.

Meanwhile, using the innovate picker decreased the fallen fruits ratio, injured fruits ratio, and latex fruit ratio by (84.89%, 64.55% and 84.25%) respectively and increasing the right harvested fruits by 49.03%.

4- The results indicated that calculated power required to cut a fruit stem with a cross section of 87.5 mm² was 3.56 watts, the measured power was 4.8 watts, meanwhile the available power was 5.2 watts. This means, selecting right power using light motors and decrease the battery discharge.

5- Comparing the average (productivity, total fruit injured ratio) for the manual picking and innovated picker there were (22 fruit/min, with damage ratio of 52.74%). Meanwhile, with the picker productivity was average (20 fruit/min with damage ratio of 7.28%. this mean the farmer would sell 52.74% from the crop with low price due fruit injured. Using the picker is surely increase the market value of the mechanically picked fruits due low damage.

6- The picker can be manufactured locally with cheap price for farmers. The total fabrication cost of the picker was 1500 LE with 2017 price level. The total operating costs was 21.37 LE/h. The rental value of mechanical was 22.82 LE/h. The picker indicated (NPV) of 844.3 LE at 14% interest rate. The picker payback period (PBP) was about 1.3 year.

The following conclusions and recommendations can be drawn:

1- It is recommended to pick mango fruit in the early morning and afternoon and avoid noon time when latex bleeding increasing during harvesting.

2- Using latex bleeding table is surly decrease the latex burning where the fruits put upside down until latex bleed is finished.

3- Avoid noon time harvesting where the sun rays perpendicular at the operator eyes.

4- It is better to use the picker for high location fruits and use the trimming scissor for near fruit to increase labor productivity. The right branches trimming and land clear is definitely effect on the performance of the labor.
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نظام ميكر لتغذية ثمار المانجو

طاقims حسب معدل تربة

مصدح: الحندسة الزراعية- مركز البحث الزراعي- مصر.

تم تصميم نظام تغذية ثمار المانجو مصنوع من مواد خفيفة مختارة لتكون قادرة على الوصول إلى أمكاث التمويه العالية. ويعتمد التصميم المنزلي على قياس معدن الفتق الشخصي لتقليد النزيف الصحي من التماثل، وتحريك الثمار من الإصابات و السقوط على الأرض. وتكون آلية التغذية من أتين من المناصير الدائرية وتراعى بعضها نحو الداخل في منطقة الحفرة المترابطة، وتحتي، وتوزي المشاكل على نظام من المناصير الدائرية وتمزج الزروع الكبير. وتم تقاسم الأجزاء المفصصة للممانجو لتصميم وحدة التغذية وتوزيعها ضمن مساحة نظام الفتق الشخصي. وتم تجربة أربعة نماذج من المناصير الدائرية على حفرة سرعات تغذية FUT 2.87, 1.17, 0.56, 0.49 و 0.49. واحتاج نظام التغذية إلى إثارة السرعة على نمط السرعة 0.8 م / ث . وُقعت النتائج أن نظام التغذية المانيك كان أقوى النماذج المراقبة. (10% من التغذية).